
STAFF REPORT 
 
DATE: August 1, 2019   

 
RE: 1122 Whitehead Street (permit application # T2019-0315) 
 
FROM:   Karen DeMaria, City of Key West Urban Forestry Manager  
 
An application was received requesting the removal of (8) Green 
Buttonwood tree clumps.  A site inspection was done and documented 
the following: 
 

Tree Species: Green Buttonwood (Conocarpus erectus)     
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Tree #1 (2 trunks) 
Diameter: 4.1”  

Location: 70% (large tree species planted close to another tree)   
Species: 100% (on protected tree list)  
Condition: 70% (fair, young trees, two trunks growing out of one rootball.  
As trunks grow potential for included bark as trunks grow closer to each 
other)  
Total Average Value = 80%  
Value x Diameter = 3.2 replacement caliper inches 
 
Tree #2 (three trunks) 
Diameter: 6.3”  

Location: 70% (large tree species planted close to another tree)     
Species: 100% (on protected tree list)  
Condition: 70% (fair, young trees, three trunks growing out of one rootball.  
As trunks grow potential for included bark as trunks grow closer to each 
other)  
Total Average Value = 80%  
Value x Diameter = 5 replacement caliper inches 
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Tree #3 (one trunk) 
Diameter: 3.1”  

Location: 70% (growing with Alexander palms, large tree species planted 
close to another tree)    
Species: 100% (on protected tree list)  
Condition: 70% (fair, young tree)  
Total Average Value = 80%  
Value x Diameter = 2.4 replacement caliper inches 
 
Tree #4 (one trunk)             
Diameter: 4.1”  
Location: 70% (large tree species planted close to another tree)     

Species: 100% (on protected tree list)  
Condition: 60% (fair, young tree with elongated growth)  
Total Average Value = 76%  
Value x Diameter = 3.1 replacement caliper inches 
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Photo of trees. Approximate limits of work area. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
Tree #5 (one trunk): 
Diameter: 6.6”  
Location: 70% (large tree species planted close to another tree)    
Species: 100% (on protected tree list)  
Condition: 60% (fair, young tree with elongated growth)  

Total Average Value = 76%  
Value x Diameter = 5 replacement caliper inches 
 
 
 
 
 
 

These two flagged trees are not 

proposed for removal. 
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Tree #6:             
Diameter: 3.5”  
Location: 70% (large tree species planted close to another tree)    

Species: 100% (on protected tree list)  
Condition: 60% (fair, young tree with elongated growth) 
Total Average Value = 76%  
Value x Diameter = 2.6 replacement caliper inches 
 
Tree #7: 
Diameter: 1.7”  
Location: 70% (large tree species planted close to another tree)    
Species: 100% (on protected tree list)  
Condition: 60% (fair, young tree with elongated growth) 

Total Average Value = 76%  
Value x Diameter = 1.2 replacement caliper inches 
 
Tree #8: 
Diameter: 1.7”  
Location:  70% (large tree species planted close to another tree)  
Species: 100% (on protected tree list)  
Condition: 60% (fair, young tree with elongated growth) 
Total Average Value = 76%  
Value x Diameter = 1.2 replacement caliper inches 
 

 
Total caliper inches replacement due if all trees removed: 23.7” 
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